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Invariance of Hochschild cohomology algebras under stable

equivalences of Morita type
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Abstract. There is proved that the Hochschild cohomology algebras of ®nite-

dimensional self-injective K-algebras over a ®eld K are invariants of stable equivalences

of Morita type.

1. Introduction.

Let K be a ®xed ®eld. In representation theory of ®nite-dimensional as-

sociative K-algebras with units, stable equivalences of Morita type seem to be of

particular relevance. They arose in representation theory of ®nite groups (see [2],

[5]). It was proved by Rickard that if two self-injective K-algebras are derived

equivalent, then they are stably equivalent of Morita type [6].

In [6] Rickard generalized a result of Happel [3] and proved that the

Hochschild cohomology algebras of ®nite-dimensional K-algebras are invariant

under derived equivalences. Our objective is to prove a similar result for stable

equivalences of Morita type between self-injective K-algebras. Unfortunately we

are not able to lift a stable equivalence of Morita type between two self-injective

K-algebras to a stable equivalence of their enveloping algebras (see [7 ]). Thus the

idea of the proof of our result is quite di¨erent. We are able to show that any

stable equivalence of Morita type between two self-injective K-algebras induces

a stable equivalence between certain subcategories of the module categories over

the enveloping algebras of the original algebras, which are enough to compute the

Hochschild cohomology algebras.

The main result of this note is the following

Theorem 1.1. Let A, B be two self-injective ®nite-dimensional K-algebras.

If A and B are stably equivalent of Morita type then their Hochschild cohomology

algebras are isomorphic.
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2. Preliminaries.

Let C be a ®nite-dimensional associative K-algebra with a unit element 1.

Let C o denote the opposite algebra. Then the enveloping algebra of C is the

algebra C e � C o nK C. It is well-known that every C-bimodule M is a right C e-

module and conversely, every right C e-module N is a C-bimodule.

For any K-algebra C, we denote by mod�C � the category of all ®nite-

dimensional right C-modules. Let P be the two-sided ideal in mod�C � con-

sisting of the morphisms which factor through projective C-modules. Then the

factor category mod�C�=P is said to be the stable category of mod�C � (or shortly

of C ) and is denoted by mod�C �. For every two objects M;N A mod�C �, we

shall denote by HomC�M;N� the K-vector space of the morphisms from M to

N in mod�C �. This is the factor space HomC�M;N�=P�M;N� and for any

f A HomC�M;N� its coset f modulo P�M;N� is an element of HomC�M;N�.

If C is a self-injective K-algebra then there is an equivalence WC :

mod�C� ! mod�C � which is the Heller's loop-space functor [4]. This equiva-

lence can be applied for computing of the extension groups ExtnC�M;N�. In fact

the following lemma holds.

Lemma 2.1. If C is a self-injective K-algebra then for every positive integer n

and every M;N Amod�C � there is an isomorphism ExtnC�M;N�GHomC�W
n
C�M�;N�

of K-vector spaces.

Proof. See 2.6 in [1].

For every K-algebra C its Hochschild cohomology algebra is the algebra

HH�C� � 0y

i�0
Ext iC e�C;C �, where the multiplication is given by the Yoneda

product.

We can de®ne on 0y

i�0
HomC e�W i

C e�C�;C � the following multiplication

�. For any non-negative integers n, m and any two morphisms f A

HomC e�Wm
C e�C�;C �, g A HomC e�Wn

C e�C�;C � we put g � f � gWn
C e� f �. Then we

extend the operation � bilinearly to a multiplication � on 0y

i�0
HomC e�W i

C e�C�;C �.

A routine veri®cation shows that the K-vector space 0y

i�0
HomC e�W i

C e�C�;C �

with the multiplication � forms an associative K-algebra HH�C � with a unit

element. Moreover, the following fact is true. r

Lemma 2.2. The K-algebras HH�C � and HH�C � are isomorphic.

Proof. See 2.6 in [1]. r

3. Stable equivalences of Morita type.

Two K-algebras A and B are said to be stably equivalent if there is an

equivalence of categories F : mod�A� ! mod�B�. The following stable equiv-
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alences are of particular interest especially in representation theory of blocks of

group algebras (see [2], [5], [7]).

Two K-algebras A and B are said to be stably equivalent of Morita type

provided that there is an A-B-bimodule N and a B-A-bimodule M such that the

following conditions are satis®ed:

(i) M, N are projective as left modules and as right modules,

(ii) MnA NGBlP as B-bimodules for some projective B-bimodule P,

(iii) NnB MGAlP
0 as A-bimodules for some projective A-bimodule P

0.

For a K algebra C a C-bimodule X is said to be left-right projective if it is

projective as a left C-module and as a right C-module. r

Lemma 3.1. Let C be a self-injective ®nite-dimensional K-algebra. For every

non-negative integer n the C-bimodule W
n
C e�C � is left-right projective.

Proof. We shall show our lemma inductively on n. For n � 0 we have

W
0
C e�C� � C and the required condition is obvious.

Assume that for some non-negative integer n the C-bimodule W
n
C e�C � is left-

right projective. Then there is the following short exact sequence 0 ! W
n�1
C e �C �

! P ! W
n
C e�C � ! 0 in mod�C e�, where P is a right projective C e-module. But

if we consider the above sequence as a sequence of right C-modules then it splits,

because Wn
C e�C � is a right projective C-module by the inductive assumption. Thus

W
n�1
C e �C � is a right projective C-module since P is a right projective C-module.

Similarly one obtains that W n�1
C e �C � is a left projective C-module. Consequently,

the lemma follows. r

Lemma 3.2. Let A and B be two ®nite-dimensional self-injective K-algebras

which are stably equivalent of Morita type. Let BMA and ANB be bimodules which

establish this equivalence between A and B. Then for any non-negative integer n

there is an isomorphism MnA W
n
Ae�A�nA NGW

n
B e�B� in mod�Be�.

Proof. We shall show our lemma inductively on n. First observe that for

n � 0 we have MnA AnA NGMnA NGBlP, where P is a right projective

Be-module. Thus MnA AnA NGB in mod�Be�.

Now we assume that for some non-negative integer n there is an isomor-

phism MnA W
n
Ae�A�nA NGW

n
B e�B� in mod�Be�. Consider the following short

exact sequence 0 ! W
n�1
Ae �A� ! P ! W

n
Ae�A� ! 0 in mod�Ae�, where P is a right

projective Ae-module. Since N is a left projective A-module, we obtain the follow-

ing short exact sequence 0 ! W
n�1
Ae �A�nA N ! PnA N ! W

n
Ae�A�nA N ! 0 in

mod�Bo nK A�. Since M is a right projective A-module, we get the following short

exact sequence 0!MnAW
n�1
Ae �A�nAN!MnAPnAN!MnAW

n
Ae�A�nAN ! 0

in mod�Be�. But M is a left projective B-module and P is a projective A-

bimodule, so MnA P is a projective B-A-bimodule. Since N is a right projective
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B-module, MnA PnA N is a projective B-bimodule. Moreover, we infer by

the inductive assumption that MnA W
n
Ae�A�nA NGW

n
B e�B�lQ for some pro-

jective B-bimodule Q. Hence we get by the exactness of the last sequence

that MnA W
n�1
Ae �A�nA NGW

n�1
B e �B� in mod�Be�. Consequently, the lemma

follows. r

Corollary 3.3. Let A, B be ®nite-dimensional self-injective K-algebras which

are stably equivalent of Morita type. Let BMA and ANB be bimodules which es-

tablish this equivalence between A and B. Then for every non-negative integer n

there is an isomorphism NnB MnA W
n
Ae�A�nA NnB MGW

n
Ae�A� in mod�Ae�.

Proof. Apply Lemma 3.2 twice. r

4. Proof of the main result.

Let C be a self-injective ®nite-dimensional K-algebra. It is well-known that

its enveloping algebra C e is also self-injective. Consider the full subcategory

in mod�C e� which is formed by the ®nite direct sums of objects isomorphic

to W
n
C e�C � for non-negative integers n. We shall denote this subcategory by

modC�C
e�. It plays the crucial role in our proof of the main result.

Let A, B be self-injective ®nite-dimensional K-algebras which are stably

equivalent of Morita type. Suppose that the bimodules BMA and ANB yield

their stable equivalence of Morita type. Now our goal is to show that the

functor MnA ÿnAN :mod�Ae� !mod�Be� induces an equivalence of the cat-

egories modA�A
e� and modB�B

e�.

Proposition 4.1. There exists an equivalence F : modA�A
e� ! modB�B

e�

such that for every non-negative integer n it holds that F�W n
Ae�A��GW

n
B e�B� in

modB�B
e�.

Proof. In order to prove the proposition we have to de®ne a functor

F : modA�A
e� ! modB�B

e�. For every object X in modA�A
e� we put F �X � �

MnA X nA N. For every morphism f : X ! Y in modA�A
e� we put F � f � �

1M n f n 1N . A direct veri®cation shows that a morphism f : X ! Y in

mod�Ae� between objects from modA�A
e� factors through a right projective

Ae-module if and only if the morphism 1M n f n 1N factors through a right

projective Be-module. Thus F is well-de®ned.

Now we can de®ne a quasi-inverse G of the functor F similarly. We put

G�U� � NnB U nB M for every object U in modB�B
e�. For every morphism

g : U ! V in modB�B
e� we put F�g� � 1N n gn 1M . A simple analysis shows

that G is a quasi-inverse of F. Therefore F is an equivalence of categories.

Moreover, we infer by Lemma 3.2 that F �W n
Ae�A��GW

n
B e�B� for every non-

negative integer n which ®nishes our proof. r
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let A and B be self-injective ®nite-dimensional K-

algebras which are stably equivalent of Morita type. Then there are bimodules

BMA and ANB which yield their stable equivalence of Morita type. Then we

know from Proposition 4.1 that EndA e�A�GEndB e�B�. Combining Lemma 2.1

and Proposition 4.1 we obtain that there is an isomorphism of K-vector spaces

HH�A�GHH�B�.

In order to ®nish our proof we need to show the following fact. For any

morphism g : W
n
Ae�A� ! W

m
Ae�A� for some non-negative integers n, m, it holds that

1M nWAe�g�n 1N � WB e�1M n gn 1N�, where WAe�g� is a representative of the

coset WAe�g�.

There is the following commutative diagram in mod�Ae�

0 ���! W
n�1
Ae �A� ���! P ���! W

n
Ae�A� ���! 0

?
?
?
y
WAe �g�

?
?
?
y
h

?
?
?
y
g

0 ���! W
m�1
Ae �A� ���! Q ���! W

m
Ae�A� ���! 0

whose rows are exact, where P ! W
n
Ae�A�, Q ! W

m
Ae�A� are minimal projective

covers in mod�Ae�. Hence we obtain the following commutative diagram in

mod�Be�

0 ���! MnA W
n�1
Ae �A�nA N ���! MnA PnA N ���! MnA W

n
Ae�A�nA N ���! 0

?
?
?
y

~f

?
?
?
y

~h

?
?
?
y

~g

0 ���! MnA W
m�1
Ae �A�nA N ���! MnA QnA N ���! MnA W

m
Ae�A�nA N ���! 0

whose rows are exact, where ~f � 1M nWAe�g�n 1N , ~h � 1M n hn 1N , ~g �

1M n gn 1N . Since MnA PnA N, MnA QnA N are projective B-modules, we

have WB e�1M n gn 1N� � 1M nWAe�g�n 1N , which shows the above fact.

Using the above fact and Proposition 4.1 we obtain that for any morphisms

g, h in modA�A
e� it holds F �g � h� � F�g��F�h�, where F :modA�A

e�!modB�B
e�

is the equivalence induced by the functor MnA ÿnA N : mod�Ae� ! mod�Be�.

Then applying Lemma 2.2 we obtain that HH�A�GHH�B� as K-algebras and

Theorem 1.1 is proved. r

Final remarks. Let bimodules BMA, ANB establish a stable equiva-

lence of Morita type between ®nite-dimensional self-injective K-algebras A

and B. Then we can consider the Hochschild cohomology algebra HH�ANB� �

0y

i�0
Ext iAonK B�N;N�. Repeating all the arguments from the proof of Theorem

1.1 we can obtain the following result.

Theorem. There is an isomorphism HH�A�GHH�ANB� of the Hochschild

cohomology algebras.
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